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What is VirtuChat and what is it about?

A little history:
VirtuChat is a PC based computer game made with the now almost 20 year old graphics engine
from the company 'GarageGame / Torque'. As the game uses an older graphics engine, the
facilities currently available in the modern 'Graphics Cards' are not utilized and the image speed
(FPSs) is therefore based more on CPU speed than on the graphics card characteristics.
VirtuChat was back in 2002 when development started, developed as a 'web-based' multiplayer
game running on 12 servers located respectively in Herlev 'Coph.' and Hillerod, but as the years
passed, the project ran 'dry' with, among other things, lack of player participation.
After the project has been 'forgotten' for years and survived the relocation of several computer
generations, it was decided to 'revive' the old game, but this time as a 'single player' version,
with no active network servers, so it is all in-house without a network connection on the running
PC. You can log in without obligations, as you only want to meet 'robots' in there.
The features of the single version have been changed in several places compared to the old multi
player version, but have been done in 'respect' of the old idea.
If you have any questions, feel free to write to jansteendk@hotmail.com
Downloading of the game and installation:
After the ZIP file ( http://www.virtuchat.com/filer/VirtuChatSingle.zip ), which fills about '1
GB', is extracted, it is extracted to a suitable location in your computer (best in a dedicated
folder).
Since no actual installation is required, an 'icon' can now be made on e.g. the desktop, which
points directly to 'VirtuChat.exe' in VirtuChatten's main folder and from there the game starts.
If at one point you get tired of the game, it does not have to be uninstalled, but the entire
VirtuChat folder just needs to be deleted.
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Start and setup:

This is what the startup image looks like.
It is important that you get the VirtuChats image resolution set up correctly to match the
resolution on your computer screen (the setup is saved), but can always be changed, so try it out.

Press the 'Options button'. Here you can create both picture and sound setup.
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Press the 'User Profile' button. Here you can choose whether you want to be a male or a female.
If you are going out in the 'Space' later in the game, you can give them a space suit on :-D.

The game is started for natural reasons by pressing the 'START' button. If you has not been in
the game for a few days, then it is remembered where you were last with the 'Latest Login'
button, so you do not have to travel 'all over again' every time.
The VirtuChat starts as 'default' at Staden Metro Station, which it also does the first time you
start the game.
Going by subway train:
As mentioned, the VirtuChat starts the first time you log into Staden Metro Station. From here
you begin your travels to VirtuChat's many worlds.
The new VirtuChat 1 is primarily based on your 'Globetrotter gene', as trading, furnishing of
your own house and visits by other logged-in players is not relevant as the game is no longer
online.

Study the Metro Train timetable or ask in the Information at the station.
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We have here in the VirtuChat 3 main areas, the 'local area', with the City and surrounding area.
Try for example to walk up the stairs between the information and the kiosk, then you come up
to the town 'Staden' with several experiences such as, the department store, the museum,
discotheque, an old tram, etc.

There is always space in the tram, or borrow an ATV from 'Kurt's Auto'.

Although it is only robots, you do meet 'some kind of other' in there.

The city train station (on the first floor), by train to Langbortistan.
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Many other areas you can go to include the Metro train:

Here you can really go on adventures ......

Or via the Metro station 'Space-Center', all the way into space
to many exciting and eerie places.
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Useful information in the 'F1 Help':
When you are in the game and suddenly have doubts about the operation, remember there is
always help to get when you press 'F1'.
Maybe a good idea to write down the 'key commands' and put them close to the keyboard.
Mixed images from VirtuChat 1 Single Player:

Drive by train between 'Staden' - 'Langbortistan' and 'Mountanien'.

Touring one of the Adventure Worlds.
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There are many kinds of easily controllable vehicles to choose from in there. In the 'Little
Amsterdam' zone you can try them all.

There is a cold winter in Vennersland.

How about a real ski trip in Mountania, 'Little Sweden'?
Drive yourself up there in your own car. Or take the train up there.
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Or a spooky trip to the planet XV715?

Travel light years out into the universe with the spaceship Vega ..
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'Her' (the Demers), here you should preferably not get too close on ..

Some 3 meters high 'blue curious' on the Eridani planet.
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But not at all everything is creepy in there ..
So if you have a reasonably good PC, you can download the VirtuChat here:
http://www.virtuchat.com/filer/VirtuChatSingle.zip
Follow this description and look in, you won't be disappointed.
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